Identify and label various bodies of water such as mountains, landforms, dams, and deserts on the Arizona map by using the grid system and map key symbols below.

1. Find the Grand Canyon at A2. Draw the map key symbol for a canyon.
2. Find the Mogollon Rim Mountains at B3. Draw the map key symbol for a mountain.
3. Find the Colorado River at A2, A3 or C1. Draw the map key symbol for a river.
4. Find the Verde River at B2. Draw the map key symbol for a river.
5. Find the Salt River at C4. Draw the map key symbol for a river.
7. Find Lake Mead at A1. Draw the map key for a lake.
8. Find Lake Pleasant (north of Phoenix) at C2. Draw the map key for a lake.
10. Find Roosevelt Dam at C3 (along the Salt River). Draw the map key for a dam.
11. Find the Central Arizona Project Canal at C1, C2, D3 and E4. Draw the symbol for the CAP system.

Central Arizona Project is a 336 mile long system of aqueducts, pumping plants, and pipelines which carries Colorado River water into central and southern Arizona.